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Key: C#

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Bbm - x13321
F# -  244322
Ebm - x68876
F -   133211
C# -  x46664
G# -  466544
Cm -  x35543

Intro:
Bbm  F#
Whoa whoa
      Ebm
we re breaking this is
                       F  C# G#
this is our time right now
Bbm
   this is my life
F#
   this is my life
      Ebm
we re breaking this is
                       F  C# G#
this is our time right now

Verse 1:
 Bbm
Another fucking town and 
another fucking day
  F#
I just can t believe that this 
place still looks the same
           Ebm
We got our whole damn world 
nailed through our hand.
     F
Each other in a rusted van



C#               F#
Home is wehre we play
 Bbm
Remember when all we dreamed 
was to be living this
  F#
Remember when we wanted to change 
their world with our own fists
Ebm
  And now we re here living it
                     F   C# G#
Our world is what we play

Refrain:
F#
  We live what we create

Chorus:
C#           Ebm
  Remember together
             Bbm
We know that his won t 
        Cm
last forever
Ebm        C#
  I always thought my life 
            Cm
would never change again
But now I know
C#          Ebm
  I gave up wondering 
Bbm           Cm
way too long ago
           Ebm
we took control
and got this stone
     F
This world is what we make

Interlude: Bbm--F#-Ebm

Guitar Solo 1: Bbm--F#-Ebm x2, Bbm(hold)

Verse 2:
     Bbm                   F# Ebm
This song could never justify
   Bbm
to be impressed to realize



        F#          Ebm
what we have done tonight
   Bbm                       F#
my co-workers paid wednesday night
     Ebm               Bbm
that makes take that I mean
                  F#   Ebm
it ruined our lives

(Repeat Chorus)

Outro:
Bbm  F#
Whoa whoa
      Ebm
we re breaking this is
                       F  C# G#
this is our time right now

Guitar Solo 2: Bbm--F#--F-C#-G#- x2


